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Fan Installation in New Jersey
dkelectricalsolutions.com/fan-installation

Do you need a fan installed or updated in New Jersey? Call the experts at DK Electrical

Solutions for a free estimate. Whether you need the wiring fixed or a new ceiling fan

installed, there’s nothing our team can’t handle.

Our New Jersey master electricians can help install or replace ceiling fans, attic
fans, or exhaust fans.

Get FREE On-Site Estimate!

Ceiling Fan Installation

During hot summer days, ceiling fans are excellent to keep the room temperatures cool.

If a ceiling fan is not installed properly, it can become a dangerous hazard. We will

handle everything, so you can sit back and enjoy your ceiling fan’s fresh air.

4 Reasons Why You Should Have a Licensed Electrician Install a
Ceiling Fan

A ceiling fan is a good investment in your home. It improves airflow for greater comfort

and combats moisture that promotes mold and deterioration of paint, fixtures, and your

personal possessions. A great ceiling fan also complements your home’s style. It can be

tempting to try installing a ceiling fan yourself. However, here are four reasons why you

should reconsider that idea and have a licensed electrician perform your ceiling fan

installation:
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1. Professionals know how to prevent ceiling damage. A ceiling fan often requires

cutting a larger hole in the ceiling or cutting a new hole. Cutting holes in the ceiling

in DIY projects sometimes causes damage that is expensive to repair. Licensed

electricians are professionals in this area of home improvement and will manage to

enlarge or cut new holes without unexpected damage.

2. Wiring fixtures without experience can be dangerous. One of the most dangerous

areas of DIY home improvement is in working with electrical wiring. Installing a

ceiling fan or a lighting fixture or appliance that necessitates rewiring or

connecting to existing residential wiring requires experience, to ensure immediate

and long-term safety. A professional electrician is thoroughly trained in safe wiring

practices, recognizes safety issues, and performs every action safely.

3. Licensed electricians are ceiling box experts. Very often, homeowners attempting

to install a ceiling fan are unaware that different types of fan configurations require

different kinds of ceiling electrical boxes. Installing the wrong electrical box can

cause the fan not to be as securely installed as it needs to be for safety and long-

term operability. A licensed electrician has all necessary parts and installation

materials and supplies readily on hand, to ensure that your new fan functions

safely and through all the years of its life expectancy.

4. Professional electrical work adds value to your home. DIY electrical work does not

inspire the same level of confidence in home buyers that having electrical projects,

like a ceiling or attic fan installation, or a whole house fan installation completed

by professionals does. In fact, knowing a home has been modified with DIY

electrical projects can worry many buyers. Especially if you’re planning multiple

electrical installations inside and outside your home, noting that the work was all

professionally done is a positive point with prospective buyers.

For the greatest practical benefit and enjoyment from your new ceiling fan and for the

long-term safety of your home and its occupants, always call a licensed electrician for

equipment installations.

Exhaust Fan Installation, and Replacement in New Jersey

An exhaust fan is one of the important accessories that every home should have. The

exhaust fans pull the excess moisture and unwanted smells of a particular room. Exhaust

fans can often be found in the bathroom, kitchen, laundry room, attic, garage, and

basement.

Why Do You Need Exhaust Fans?

The main function of the exhaust fans is pulling out any excess moisture or smells from

different rooms in the house. This means that they provide ventilation in your house to

prevent chemical fumes from building up, and also remove any contaminants that can be

dangerous to breathe in. Exhaust fans cool down areas that get hot in your house.

The exhaust fans vent the hot air outdoors, thereby reducing the temperature of your

house even when you are not using the air conditioner. Exhaust fans are responsible

for removing the excess moisture that could damage your home. When hot water
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cools down and condenses on walls, or any other surfaces, mold can grow. The exhaust

fans prevent the growth of mold in your home by ensuring that all the excess moisture in

your house has been removed.

Exhaust Fans for Attic

The attic is another place where you should ensure that you have the exhaust fans. The

exhaust fans help ensure the attic remains moisture-free. When the attic has excess

moisture, the moisture can damage the roof. When you have the exhaust fans, the life of

the roof will be extended. The exhaust fans also provide ventilation in the attic and the

house at large, contributing to reduced power costs.

Exhaust Fans for Bathrooms

An exhaust fan is one of the must-have things in your bathroom. Although homes

require some levels of moisture, the bathroom is very susceptible to excess moisture. To

create a better environment in the bathroom, an exhaust fan should be installed. They

prevent the growth of mold and mildew that damage the surfaces of the

bathroom, towels, and curtains. This is because when you have an exhaust fan, it

eliminates any moisture in the bathroom providing an unconducive environment for the

growth of mildew and mold. Finally, exhaust fans in the bathroom eliminate

unpleasant odors.

Whatever your fan installation or service needs are, DK Electrical Solutions has you covered! Contact

us for a free on-site estimate on residential, commercial, or industrial fan installation!

Why Choose DK Electrical Solutions?

When you need to install fans in New Jersey, contact DK Electrical Solutions. Our

company is licensed, insured, and we provide free on-site estimates. We offer same-day

service for many minor installations. Plus, you’ll never be surprised by your bill because

we stick behind our up-front pricing. We are master-level electricians who will get the

work done right the first time around.

Your On-Time Electrician in New Jersey

At DK Electrical Solutions, we provide high-quality work and excellent customer service.

We care about your safety and comfort. Our electricians at DK Electrical Solutions are

highly skilled, licensed, and trained to handle electrical installation or replacement.

Every month we offer coupons to our customers and you could use them at any time. We

also offer financing options for large electrical jobs with 0% interest for qualified

customers.

Submit Contact Form Today!

Call DK Electrical Solutions Inc., NJ at (609) 796-4177, or contact us online, to
schedule an appointment to have your new ceiling fan or other electrical fixtures
professionally installed.
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